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COASTAL CAT Multipurpose Work Boat

Reliable transport solution

As a professional user you need a reliable tool, something 
with low maintenance and high reliability. The Coastal Cat  
is virtually indestructible and the absence of any paint , 
combined with the inclusive design of WAWA Creations 
deprive you of any maintenance worry.

Water transport should not harm our environment.

HDPE is 100% recyclable and has a carbon footprint 5 x 
lower than aluminium. Throwaway plugs and moulds are 
not needed to build these boats and no styrene is going in 
the air during the production. All offcuts are recycled lo-
cally.

Boating should be safe.

HDPE is an extremely strong material; you can hit it with a 
sledge hammer nothing will happen. HDPE has not only a 
very superior tensile strength but the material as well has 
a high buoyancy. This makes it one of the safest boat buil-
ding materials.

Multi-purpose Work Tender

The Coastal Cat can be used for many purposes: dive 
support, coastal cleaner or harbour workers the design 
can be adapted to all your needs.  

WAWA COASTAL CAT

→→  MULTI PURPOSE

→→  HIGH BUOYANCY

→→  SOUND DAMPENING

→→  LOW MAINTENANCE

→→  SHOCK ABSORBANT

→→  HIGH GRADE HDPE

→→  HIGH FREEBOARD

→→  NUMEROUS HANDHOLDS

→→  100% RECYCLABLE MATERIAL

→→  SUPERIOR TENSILE STRENGTH



MODULAR SOLUTIONS
The WAWA COASTAL CAT 6 is offered as 
a modular boat: After purchase of the hull 
we have many options to personalize your 
boat to your requirements.

Available options

→→ T-Top

→→ In-floor lashing points

→→ Life bait tank

→→ Rod Holders

→→ Seats

→→ Tables

→→ Storage boxes

→→ PVC teak flooring

→→ Helm, wind protection screen

→→ Bow Boarding steps

→→ Stern anchor locker

→→ Dive ladder

→→ Side doors

→→ Fuel tank

→→ U-seat area

Advantages

→→ Low maintenance

→→ No anti-fouling required

→→ Virtually unsinkable

→→ Extremely strong

→→ Cost effective

→→ Durable

→→ Recyclable

→→ Fuel efficient

→→ Safe

HDPE High Density PolyethyleneHDPE High Density Polyethylene

HDPE is lighter than water and thus provides 
maximum buoyancybuoyancy. Buoyancy ele- ments are 
added in the void compartment so that in the 
unlikely event these compartments flood, the 
integral buoyancy will remain.

HDPE has a high tensile strengthhigh tensile strength; landing on 
rocks will only scratch the surface of the ma-
terial which can easily be repaired. Proof of the 
strength of the material is that bullet resistant 
jackets are made of it. Furthermore dive tanks 
and other heavy metal objects falling on the 
deck will not cause any permanent damage.

WAWA CREATIONSWAWA CREATIONS

We create innovative eco-friendly and inclusive de-
signs, build in our boatyards based in Thailand, Sri 
Lanka, Singapore and New Caledonia. Our expe-
riences of naval architecture, boat builder and  ISO 
certification are able to develop all kinds of HDPE 
products as you’re needed.



  

 WAWA COASTAL CAT 6 WAWA COASTAL CAT 6  
 Specifications Specifications
  

 Overall Length :    6.10 m Overall Length :    6.10 m

 Length waterline :   5.80 m Length waterline :   5.80 m

 Beam of hull:   2.45 m Beam of hull:   2.45 m

 Draft :    0.35 m Draft :    0.35 m

 Empty craft weight :  1200 kg Empty craft weight :  1200 kg

 Outboard Propulsion :  10 to 40 hp Outboard Propulsion :  10 to 40 hp

 Speed :    10 knots Speed :    10 knots

 Persons :    5 + 1 Persons :    5 + 1

 CE Design category : C CE Design category : C
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